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The theoretical need to study the properties of the Fe-based high-Tc superconductors using reliable many-
body techniques has highlighted the importance of determining what is the minimum number of orbital degrees
of freedom that will capture the physics of these materials. While the shape of the Fermi surface �FS� obtained
with the local-density approximation �LDA� can be reproduced by a two-orbital model, it has been argued that
the bands that cross the chemical potential result from the strong hybridization of three of the Fe 3d orbitals.
For this reason, a three orbital Hamiltonian for LaOFeAs obtained with the Slater-Koster formalism by con-
sidering the hybridization of the As p orbitals with the Fe dxz, dyz, and dxy orbitals is discussed here. This
model reproduces qualitatively the FS shape and orbital composition obtained by LDA calculations for un-
doped LaOFeAs when four electrons per Fe are considered. Within a mean-field approximation, its magnetic
and orbital properties in the undoped case are here described for intermediate values of J /U. Increasing the
Coulomb repulsion U at zero temperature, four different regimes are obtained: �1� paramagnetic, �2� magnetic
�� ,0� spin order, �3� the same �� ,0� spin order but now including orbital order, and finally �4� a magnetic and
orbital ordered insulator. The spin-singlet pairing operators allowed by the lattice and orbital symmetries are
also constructed. It is found that for pairs of electrons involving up to diagonal nearest-neighbors sites, the only
fully gapped and purely intraband spin-singlet pairing operator is given by ��k�= f�k���dk,�,↑d−k,�,↓ with
f�k�=1 or cos kx cos ky which would arise only if the electrons in all different orbitals couple with equal
strength to the source of pairing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of high-Tc superconductivity in a family of
iron-based compounds1–8 is offering a new conceptual
framework to study the nonstandard pairing mechanism that
seems to induce these exotic superconducting states.9 The
magnetism present in several of the parent compounds10–14

and the high critical temperatures are reminiscent of proper-
ties observed in the cuprates.15 But there are also clear dif-
ferences, since the parent compounds are metallic10–14 and
the Fermi surface �FS� is determined by more than one
orbital.16–20 The multiorbital nature of the problem poses a
challenge to the design of minimal models that can be stud-
ied with powerful techniques, such as numerical methods. Ab
initio calculations making use of the local-density approxi-
mation �LDA� indicate that the five 3d orbitals of Fe strongly
hybridize to form the bands that are close to the chemical
potential.16–20 However, the FS appears to be determined by
bands that have mostly dxz and dyz characters, and this ob-
servation has been confirmed by polarized angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy �ARPES� experiments.21 This
supports the notion that the minimum number of orbitals to
be considered to study the pnictides could be two. In fact, a
two-orbital minimal model has been proposed22,23 and it has
been studied with numerical techniques on small
clusters,23,24 as well as with several other approx-
imations.22,25–30 Both numerical23,24 and mean-field25 calcu-
lations indicate that the magnetic metallic regime, observed
experimentally in the undoped compounds,10–14 is stabilized
for intermediate values of the Coulomb repulsion U and the
numerical calculations suggest that, upon doping in this re-
gime, the most favored pairing operator is interorbital and
has symmetry B2g.23,24

On the other hand, several authors have claimed that a
two-orbital model may miss important features of the real
system.16,18–20,31 It has been argued that a minimal model for
the pnictides should contain at least three orbitals for mainly
two reasons: �i� A relatively small portion of the electron-
pocket FS of LaOFeAs is determined by a band of mostly dxy
character and �ii� the bands that produce the two hole pockets
should be degenerate at the center of the Brillouin zone �BZ�,
which is not the case when only two orbitals are considered.
The important question is how much these shortcomings of
the model impact the most relevant properties of the pnic-
tides. The aim of this paper is to construct a three orbital
model that addresses these concerns and compare its proper-
ties with the two-orbital case. This is important because in
other areas of condensed-matter physics, such as the manga-
nites, we have learned that a simple single-orbital model is
often sufficient to capture qualitatively the phenomenon of
colossal magnetoresistance,32 while clearly a two-orbital
model is still necessary to properly describe additional prop-
erties such as the magnetic and orbital orders observed in
these materials.32 Similarly the minimal two-orbital model
for the pnictides appears to reproduce the experimentally ob-
served magnetic order, and it is interesting to investigate to
what extent the inclusion of the third orbital xy modifies
these results.

While the pnictides exhibit a structural phase transition at
similar or slightly higher temperature as the onset of antifer-
romagnetic �AF� order, experiments have not yet addressed
the issue of orbital order and also have not provided consen-
sus regarding the symmetry of the pairing operator.33–51 An
investigation of the magnetic and orbital orders, as well as
pairing symmetries, that are allowed in a three orbital model
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compared to those that are possible in the two-orbital case
will shed light on the importance of the role that the addi-
tional dxy orbital should play in theoretical discussions.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the three
orbital model is introduced. Section III contains a mean-field
analysis of the magnetic and orbital properties of the un-
doped system. Section IV is devoted to the classification and
analysis of the spin-singlet pairing operators allowed by the
orbital and lattice symmetries. A summary and conclusions
are presented in Sec. V.

II. THREE ORBITAL MODEL FOR THE PNICTIDES

As explained in the introduction, it has been suggested
that at least three orbitals may be needed to describe the
superconducting pnictides because the bands that determine
the Fermi surface of LaOFeAs are mostly composed by or-
bitals dxz, dyz, and dxy.

16,18–20,31,52 The notations xz, yz, and xy
will be used for these orbitals, respectively, for better read-
ability. The need to include at least three orbitals in a realistic
model was first pointed out in Ref. 31 where a three orbital
model was constructed using the symmetry properties of the
Fe-As planes and LDA results. A shortcoming of that pro-
posed model was that it contained an spurious hole-pocket
FS around the M point in the extended BZ notation. It was
argued31 that a fourth orbital should be added to remove the
extra pocket. However, it will be shown in Sec. II B that this
spurious pocket can actually be removed entirely within a
three orbital model formalism, i.e., without adding a fourth
orbital.

One important issue that needs to be addressed is the elec-
tronic filling to be used in a three orbital model. Band cal-
culations have determined that the undoped pnictides contain
six electrons distributed among the five 3d orbitals of each
Fe atom. One procedure to determine the filling for a model
with a reduced number of orbitals is to start from the crystal-
field splitting and fill the levels accordingly from the lowest
energy up. In the two-orbital model that considers only the xz
and yz orbitals, such a consideration would suggest that half-
filling is the correct electronic density,22–24 because the x2

−y2 and 3z2−r2 orbitals are assumed to be fully occupied
with four of the six electrons and the xy orbital is assumed
empty, leaving two electrons to populate the xz and yz orbit-
als. In addition, this filling assignment is the only one that
allows to reproduce the LDA calculated FS. Applying the
crystal-field splitting rationale to the three orbital model with
xz, yz, and xy orbitals, this argument leads to a filling of one
third �i.e., two electrons in three orbitals�.53 However, for
such a filling we have not been able to reproduce the LDA
shape of the FS. Thus, the filling must be adjusted to ap-
proximately reproduce the FS and the orbital occupation
numbers obtained with LDA. In fact, band-structure calcula-
tions suggest that the three orbital system should be more
than half-filled and actually have a filling of roughly two
thirds �i.e., four electrons in the three orbitals�.9,54 Our analy-
sis shows that a FS with approximately a similar size for the
hole and electron pockets can be obtained both at fillings
around one and two thirds �i.e., two and four electrons in the

three orbitals�, but the two almost degenerate hole pockets
around � demand a filling larger than half-filling. Thus, the
focus of our effort will be on a filling of 2/3, as in Ref. 52. As
it will be discussed below, nonhalf-filled orbitals allow the
orbital degree of freedom to be active and actually it has
been argued that orbital ordering phenomena may play a role
in these materials.53 This orbital order is unlikely in the half-
filled case which is the natural filling for the two22,23 and
four25 orbital models for the pnictides. Once again, note that
some authors have considered half-filling in the three orbital
case,31 but this leads to the “unwanted” hole pocket around
M.

A. Real space

To construct the tight-binding portion of the three orbital
Hamiltonian for the pnictides, the Slater-Koster procedure
described in Ref. 24 will be followed. Nearest-neighbor
�NN� and diagonal next-nearest-neighbor �NNN� hoppings
will be considered for all the orbitals. It is clear that the
hopping terms for the xz and yz orbitals are the same as in
the previously discussed two-orbital model,

Hxz,yz = − t1�
i,�

�di,xz,�
† di+ŷ,xz,� + di,yz,�

† di+x̂,yz,� + H.c.�

− t2�
i,�

�di,xz,�
† di+x̂,xz,� + di,yz,�

† di+ŷ,yz,� + H.c.�

− t3 �
i,�̂,�̂,�

�di,xz,�
† di+�̂+�̂,xz,� + di,yz,�

† di+�̂+�̂,yz,� + H.c.�

+ t4�
i,�

�di,xz,�
† di+x̂+ŷ,yz,� + di,yz,�

† di+x̂+ŷ,xz,� + H.c.�

− t4�
i,�

�di,xz,�
† di+x̂−ŷ,yz,� + di,yz,�

† di+x̂−ŷ,xz,� + H.c.�

− ��
i

�ni,xz + ni,yz� , �1�

while the intraorbital hoppings for the xy orbital are given by

Hxy = t5 �
i,�̂,�

�di,xy,�
† di+�̂,xy,� + H.c.� − t6 �

i,�̂,�̂,�

�di,xy,�
† di+�̂+�̂,xy,�

+ H.c.� + �xy�
i

ni,xy − ��
i

ni,xy , �2�

where �xy is the energy difference between the xy and the
degenerate xz /yz orbitals. The hybridization between the
xz /yz and the xy orbitals is given by
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Hxz,yz;xy = − t7�
i,�

��− 1��i�di,xz,�
† di+x̂,xy,� + H.c.� − t7�

i,�
��− 1��i�di,xy,�

† di+x̂,xz,� + H.c.� − t7�
i,�

��− 1��i�di,yz,�
† di+ŷ,xy,� + H.c.�

− t7�
i,�

��− 1��i�di,xy,�
† di+ŷ,yz,� + H.c.� − t8�

i,�
��− 1��i�di,xz,�

† di+x̂+ŷ,xy,� + H.c.� + t8�
i,�

��− 1��i�di,xy,�
† di+x̂+ŷ,xz,� + H.c.�

− t8�
i,�

��− 1��i�di,xz,�
† di+x̂−ŷ,xy,� + H.c.� + t8�

i,�
��− 1��i�di,xy,�

† di+x̂−ŷ,xz,y� + H.c.� − t8�
i,�

��− 1��i�di,yz,�
† di+x̂+ŷ,xy,� + H.c.�

+ t8�
i,�

��− 1��i�di,xy,�
† di+x̂+ŷ,yz,� + H.c.� + t8�

i,�
��− 1��i�di,yz,�

† di+x̂−ŷ,xy,� + H.c.� − t8�
i,�

��− 1��i�di,xy,�
† di+x̂−ŷ,yz,� + H.c.� .

�3�

The hopping parameters ti in Eqs. �1�–�3� will be determined
by fitting the band dispersion to band-structure calculation
results. The chemical potential � is set to a two-thirds filling,
as already discussed. The operator di,�,�

† �di,�,�� creates �an-
nihilates� an electron at site i, orbitals �=xz, yz, xy, and with
spin projection �. ni,�=ni,�,↑+ni,�,↓ are the corresponding
density operators. Previously proposed three orbital
models31,52 only contained the NN hybridization t7, but since
NNN terms are included for the intraorbital component, as
well as for the hybridization between xz and yz, they should
also be included in the hybridization with xy. In Sec. II B, it
is shown that these NNN terms with hopping t8 turn out to be
crucial to provide the proper orbital character for the elec-
tron pockets when compared with LDA results. Finally note
that the hybridization Eq. �3� contains factors �−1��i� that
arise from the two-iron unit cell of the original FeAs planes.

B. Momentum space

The Hamiltonian Eqs. �1�–�3� can be transformed to mo-
mentum space using dk,�,�

† = 1
�N

�ie
−ik·idi,�,�

† , where k is the
wave vector and N the number of sites. Note that the Fourier-
transformed Hamiltonian is defined in the extended or un-
folded BZ.55,56 As pointed out in Ref. 31, the real-space
Hamiltonian presented in Eqs. �1�–�3� is invariant under a
translation along the x or y directions followed by a reflexion
about the x-y plane. When the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian
are labeled in terms of the eigenvalues of these symmetry
operations, then the momentum-space Hamiltonian can be
expressed in terms of a pseudocrystal momentum that will be
called k that expands the unfolded BZ that corresponds to a
single Fe unit cell in real space. Note that folding the three
bands used here into the reduced diamondlike cell defined in
the first quadrant by kx+ky ��, and symmetric points in the
other three quadrants, doubles the number of bands to six as
expected.

Equations �1�–�3� become in momentum space

HTB�k� = �
k,�,�,�

T�,��k�dk,�,�
† dk,�,� �4�

with

T11 = 2t2 cos kx + 2t1 cos ky + 4t3 cos kx cos ky − � , �5�

T22 = 2t1 cos kx + 2t2 cos ky + 4t3 cos kx cos ky − � , �6�

T33 = 2t5�cos kx + cos ky� + 4t6 cos kx cos ky − � + �xy ,

�7�

T12 = T21 = 4t4 sin kx sin ky , �8�

T13 = T̄31 = 2it7 sin kx + 4it8 sin kx cos ky , �9�

T23 = T̄32 = 2it7 sin ky + 4it8 sin ky cos kx, �10�

where a bar on top of a matrix element denotes the complex
conjugate. Since the Hamiltonian for a one-iron unit cell has
been considered, then k runs within the corresponding ex-
tended BZ −�	kx, ky ��.

The hopping parameters ti and �xy were chosen to repro-
duce the shape of the LaOFeAs FS obtained using LDA
calculations. These parameters are given in Table I. The
chemical potential �=0.212 was fixed to this value to ensure
a filling of two thirds, as discussed in Sec. II. The resulting
band dispersion is presented in Fig. 1�a� along high-
symmetry directions in the extended BZ and the correspond-
ing FS is shown in Fig. 1�b�. The two hole-pocket FSs, la-
beled �1 and �2, are formed by two bands that are degenerate
at � in agreement with LDA, and both of them are found
around the � point instead of M in the extended zone. Thus,
one of the shortcomings of the two-orbital model has been
corrected. It can also be observed that there is no hole-pocket
FS around M which was a problem encountered in Refs. 31
and 52.

The orbital composition of the hole pockets is displayed
in Figs. 1�c� and 1�d�. They are given by a linear combina-
tion of the xz and yz orbitals, in agreement with LDA �Refs.
9 and 56� and ARPES results.21 The electron pockets at X�Y�
arise from a linear combination of the yz �xz� and xy orbitals.

TABLE I. Parameters for the tight-binding portion of the three
orbital model Eqs. �5�–�10�. The overall energy unit is electron
volts.

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 �xy

0.02 0.06 0.03 −0.01 0.2 0.3 −0.2 −t7 /2 0.4
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The orbital composition for the electron pocket around X,
labeled 
1 in Fig. 1�b�, is displayed in Fig. 1�e�: here it can
be observed that the orbital character changes from purely xy
along �-X to predominantly yz along X-M, as predicted by
LDA �Refs. 9 and 56� and also found with ARPES
techniques.21 As can be deduced from Eqs. �9� and �10�,
setting t8=−t7 /2 ensures that the electron pockets have pure
xy character along the �-X and �-Y directions.57 A large yz
�xz� contribution along X-M �Y-M� requires the hybridiza-
tions t7 and t8 to be quite robust.58

In summary, a tight-binding Hamiltonian has been con-
structed that captures the generic shape and orbital composi-
tion of the FS for undoped LaOFeAs by considering only the
three xz, yz, and xy orbitals, and assuming that they share
four of the six electrons that populate the five Fe 3d levels.

The Coulombic interacting portion of the Hamiltonian is
given by

Hint = U�
i,�

ni,�,↑ni,�,↓ + �U� − J/2� �
i,�	


ni,�ni,


− 2J �
i,�	


Si,� · Si,


+ J �
i,�	


�di,�,↑
† di,�,↓

† di,
,↓di,
,↑ + H.c.� , �11�

where � ,
=xz ,yz ,xy denote the orbital, Si,� �ni,�� is the spin

�electronic density� in orbital � at site i, and the relation
U�=U−2J between these Kanamori parameters has been
used �for a discussion in the manganite context see Ref. 32
and references therein�. The first line terms give the energy
cost of two electrons located in the same orbital or in differ-
ent orbitals on the same site, respectively. The second line
contains the Hund’s rule coupling that favors the ferromag-
netic �FM� alignment of the spins in different orbitals at the
same lattice site. The “pair-hopping” term is in the third line
and its coupling is equal to J by symmetry. The values used
for U and J can be substantially smaller than the atomic
ones, because the interactions may be screened by bands not
included in our Hamiltonian. These Coulombic interaction
terms have been used and discussed in several previous
publications23–25 where more details can be found by the
readers. All the energies in this paper are given in electron
volts.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Mean-field approximation and ordered phases

To investigate the magnetic and orbital order properties of
the three orbital model in the presence of the onsite Coulomb
repulsion, here a mean-field approximation will be used. As
it was carried out for the two- and four-orbital models in Ref.
25, here only the mean-field values for diagonal operators
will be considered59 �for details see Appendix A�. In the
present case, the degenerate xz and yz orbitals make up most
of the weight close to the chemical potential. In previous
investigations of the two-orbital xz-yz model, very weak or-
bital order has been found within a mean-field approximation
at intermediate Coulomb repulsion in the half-filled case, and
none in the large-U limit.29 Numerical simulations did not
provide indications of orbital order at half-filling either.23

However, the xz and yz orbitals are not expected to be half-
filled in the present case. In the noninteracting U=0 limit,
the xy orbital is approximately half-filled, so that the sub-
system consisting of the two degenerate xz and yz orbitals
turns out to be approximately 3/4 filled. Consequently, or-
bital order within the xz /yz subspace could now occur,
analogously to the case of quarter filling in the xz /yz
subsystem.53

Three possible orbital-order patterns will be considered.
�i� Ferro-orbital �FO� order which corresponds to the orbitals
xz and yz having different electronic densities, �ii� alternating
orbital �AO� order, and �iii� stripe orbital �SO� order. Com-
bined with the magnetic spin order, these orbital orders lead
to a large variety of possible combinations of polarized or
alternating spin and orbital order.60 Here, phases that can be
expressed using �at most� two ordering vectors have been
considered, i.e., q1 for magnetic order and q2 for orbital or-
der. The expectation values for the mean-field proposed
states can then be expressed as

�nr,xy,�	 = nxy +
�

2
eiq1·rmxy , �12�

�nr,�,�	 = n +
�

2
eiq1·rm +

�

2
eiq2·rp +

��

2
ei�q1+q2�rq , �13�

where the first equation with the mean-field parameters nxy,
mxy describes the xy orbital, and the second equation with
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Band structure and �b� Fermi surface
of the tight-binding �i.e., noninteracting� three orbital model, with
parameters from Table I and in the unfolded BZ. The diagonal thin
solid line in �b� indicates the boundary of the folded BZ. In panels
�c�–�e�, the orbital contributions to the two hole and one of the
electron pockets are given. The winding angle � is measured with
respect to the ky axis. The second electron pocket is analogous to
the one shown simply replacing xz by yz. In all panels, the dashed
lines refer to the xz orbital, the solid to yz, and the dotted to xy.
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parameters n, m, p, and q applies to the xz /yz subsystem
with �= �1 indicating the xz /yz orbitals.

The fact that the xz /yz space is not SU�2� symmetric in-
troduces another degree of freedom in addition to the order-
ing vector. Ferro-orbital order �i.e., site-independent orbital
densities� can favor either the xz or yz orbitals �as shown in
Fig. 2�a�� or any linear combination �	=cos �xz	
+sin �yz	. As an example, Fig. 2�b� illustrates a state with
=� /4 corresponding to a symmetric combination ��xz	
+ �yz	� /�2. The same holds for alternating orbital order: al-
ternating order corresponding to =� /4 can be seen in Fig.
2�e�. Consequently, mean-field calculations were performed
for several values of  for each phase. The xy orbital might
be similarly involved in such a linear combination, because
the crystal-field splitting separating it from the xz and yz
orbitals is not very large. However, exact diagonalization of
2�2 clusters did not give any indication for such behavior.
The dominant states in the low-energy eigenstates that we
analyzed involved almost exclusively singly occupied or un-
occupied xy orbitals. Moreover, the xy orbital is almost sin-
gly occupied at U=0 and has low weight at the Fermi energy,
so that ordering phenomena in the most relevant

intermediate-U regime may be expected to involve mostly xz
and yz orbitals. The states considered are shown in Figs. 2
and 3 and the corresponding values of qi are given in Table
II. Which spin-orbital pattern is stabilized depends on the
interaction parameters U and J, as described in Sec. III B.
The phase with the largest stability range, and which is stable
for the most realistic parameter choices, is the �� ,0�-AF or-
bital disordered �OD� phase, which will be discussed in more
detail in Sec. III C.

B. Magnetic and orbital orders in the undoped regime

Magnetic order with wave vector q1= �� ,0� �or �0,���
and OD was found to be stable in a broad—and especially
the most realistic—range of interaction parameters. How-
ever, the phase diagram in the J /U vs U plane turns out to
contain a large variety of metallic disordered phases, metallic
phases with different kinds of magnetic and/or orbital order,
and insulating magnetically and orbitally ordered regions.
Figure 4 shows a qualitative rendition of the resulting phase
diagram. A more accurate quantitative determination of the
boundaries as well as a detailed description of all phases will
be presented in a future publication. For a realistic Hund’s
rule coupling J=U /4, we discuss the properties of the
ground state in the different regimes encountered varying U
in Sec. III C below.

It has been found that at large interaction strengths U,
after the magnetic order with q1= �� ,0� is established,

(b)(a) (c)

(d) (f)(e)

(g) (h) (i)

FIG. 2. �Color online� Cartoons representing the spin- and
orbital-order configurations considered in this effort. Since four
electrons occupy three orbitals, perfectly ordered states have one
doubly occupied orbital and the unpaired electrons are located in
the other two orbitals, each singly occupied, forming a net spin S
=1. In this cartoon, the orbital drawn indicates the doubly occupied
one and the arrows indicate the orientation of the total spin at that
site. �a� �� ,0�-spin and FO order favoring the yz orbital, �b�
�� ,0�-spin and FO order favoring �xz+yz� /�2, �c� �� ,��-spin and
FO order. �d�–�f�: states with the same ordering vector for the spins
and the orbitals: �� ,0� for �d� and �e�, �� ,�� in �f�. �g� �� ,0� for
spins and �0,�� for orbitals; �h� �� ,0� for spins and �� ,�� for
orbitals; �i� �� ,�� for spins and �� ,0� for orbitals; �b� and �e�
illustrate phases where the orbital order does not feature alternating
xz and yz orbitals, but the combinations �xz+yz� /�2 and �xz
−yz� /�2 do.

(b)(a) (c)

FIG. 3. �Color online� Cartoons for the spin ferromagnetic
phases taken into consideration in this effort. Results are depicted
with the convention of Fig. 2, but for ferromagnetic spins combined
with �a� FO, �b� �� ,0�, and �c� �� ,�� orbital orders.

TABLE II. Magnetic and orbital ordering wave vectors for the
possible ordered phases discussed in the text. The third column
indicates the panel of Figs. 2 and 3, where a schematic sketch for
the corresponding ordered phase can be found.

Spin: q1 Orbital: q2 Panel in Fig. 2 and 3

�� ,0� �0,0� 2�a� and 2�b�
�� ,�� �0,0� 2�c�
�� ,0� �� ,0� 2�d� and 2�e�
�� ,�� �� ,�� 2�f�
�� ,0� �0,�� 2�g�
�� ,0� �� ,�� 2�h�
�� ,�� �� ,0� 2�i�
�0,0� �0,0� 3�a�
�0,0� �� ,0� 3�b�
�0,0� �� ,�� 3�c�
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alternating-�q2= �� ,��� and ferro-orbital �q2= �0,0�� order
develops for 1 /5�J /U�1 /3. For very small values of J /U,
ferromagnetic order becomes stable instead of �� ,0� antifer-
romagnetism, and the strongest competitor in the limit J
→0 is q1= �� ,�� antiferromagnetism. At J=0 and for small
3 /4�U�1.5, both the FM and the �� ,��-AF states have
pronounced orbital order corresponding to =� /4. One of
the orbitals given by the linear combinations ��xz	� �yz	� /�2
is almost filled, the other contains 
1.5 electrons, and xy the
remaining 0.5. In the FM state, ��xz	+ �yz	� /�2 is the almost
filled orbital, while ��xz	− �yz	� /�2 has higher occupancy in
the �� ,��-AF state with only slightly higher energy. At
larger U�1.5, both xz and yz are almost filled for J→0, xy
is nearly empty, and there are hardly any unpaired spins that
could support magnetically ordered phases. Notice that such
small ratios of J /U are not expected to be realistic for the
pnictides, where the onsite Coulomb repulsion U is strongly
screened.61 With growing J /U, the magnetic ordering vector
switches to �� ,0� at J /U
1 /5 for small U, and even
smaller J /U for larger U.

For U�2, the �� ,0� magnetic order remains stable for all
values of J /U�1 /5 up to J /U=1 /3. At this ratio, the
Hund’s coupling is such that the interorbital repulsion felt by
two electrons in different orbitals, but on the same site, van-
ishes, and we therefore did not consider J /U�1 /3.

C. Evolution of the ground state as a function of U for J=U Õ4

In this section, the ground-state properties at a fixed ratio
J /U=1 /4 will be discussed. Around this value of J /U is
where we have found the realistic AF order with ordering
momentum q1= �� ,0� for all values of U�Uc1

. Figure 5�a�
shows how the staggered magnetization with ordering mo-
mentum �� ,0� increases with the Coulomb repulsion U. As
previously found for two- and four-orbital models,25 interme-
diate U leads to an antiferromagnetic metal. The system re-
mains nonmagnetic for small U up to Uc1


0.6. For U
�Uc1

, the spin �� ,0�-ordered magnetic moment starts to
grow, see Fig. 5�a�, but the band structure remains metallic,
as can be deduced from the spectral functions presented in
Fig. 6, calculated for several values of the Coulomb repul-
sion in this regime. Note that the spin-�� ,0� AF order trig-
gered by U introduces gaps and magnetically induced
“shadow” bands;62 for comparison, the uncorrelated A�k ,��
is included in Fig. 6. Since several bands are involved, the
gaps are not necessarily located at the chemical potential, as
it has been discussed for the two- and four-orbital models in
Ref. 25, and the system remains metallic. As it can be seen in
Fig. 6, the overall features of the spectral density in this
regime remain similar to those of the noninteracting limit,
with the bandwidth being slightly reduced with increasing U.
However, the onset of AF order does affect some details of
A�k ,��, especially low-energy features at the chemical po-
tential, where one of the hole pockets disappears and addi-
tional pockets arise.

The Fermi surface for U=0.7, where the Coulomb repul-
sion is just barely strong enough to induce �� ,0� antiferro-
magnetism, is shown in Figs. 7�a� and 7�b�. More specifi-
cally, Fig. 7�a� shows the Fermi surface in the extended BZ
for spin stripes running along the y direction, i.e., for the
ordering vector �� ,0�. While the electron pocket at �0,�� is
hardly affected, the pocket at �� ,0� has almost disappeared.
Of the two hole pockets, the inner one has also disappeared
for momenta �0,ky�, because a gap has here developed at the
chemical potential �, see Fig. 6�a�. For momenta �kx ,0�, in
contrast, the gap in the outer pocket lies below �, and the
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Qualitative phase diagram in the J /U vs
U plane. The shaded area denotes the stability region of the realistic
�� ,0� magnetic ordering. The lines are guides to the eyes, the
dashed line approximately indicates the metal-insulator transition.
The data points were obtained by comparing the energies of the
various phases within the mean-field approximation described in
Appendix A. The meaning of the symbols is the following: +:
�� ,0�-AF state without pronounced orbital order �orbital disorder,
OD�; �: �� ,0�-AF state with �� ,�� AO order with =0; empty
squares: �� ,0�-AF state with �0,�� SO �=0�; �: �� ,0�-AF state
with FO order �=0�; filled squares: FM with FO ordering tenden-
cies, =� /4. This FO order is weaker for small U and larger J

0.2. The filled circles denote parameters that do not support mag-
netically ordered states. For small J, some FO order with =� /4 is
found, similar to the FM phase. The empty circles at large U and
small J denote similar states without magnetic ordering, but with
extreme orbital order, where the xy orbital is �almost� empty, while
xz and yz are �almost� filled.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Orbital magnetization and �b� occu-
pation number as a function of the Coulomb repulsion strength U,
obtained with a mean-field approximation. The colors indicate the
different phases �for increasing U�: uncorrelated metal, itinerant
�� ,0� antiferromagnet without orbital order, itinerant �� ,0� antifer-
romagnet with alternating orbital order �small white window, spin-
orbital order as in Fig. 2�h��, and a ferro-orbitally ordered �� ,0�
antiferromagnetic insulator �spin-orbital order as in Fig. 2�a��. Hop-
ping parameters are from Table I, and J=U /4. For the phase with
alternating orbital order, the thin lines show �a� m�q and �b�
2n� p.
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band consequently forms a very small electron pocket. This
result is in qualitative agreement with the unconventional
electronic reconstruction observed with ARPES in
�Ba,Sr�Fe2As2.63 Figure 7�b� shows the superposition of the
Fermi surfaces obtained for the two equivalent ordering vec-
tors �� ,0� and �0,�� in the reduced BZ corresponding to the
two-Fe unit cell. If U is increased to U=0.9, the gap in the
outer hole pocket along �kx ,0� increases and pushes the outer
band above the chemical potential; the small electron pock-
ets seen for U=0.7 in Fig. 7�a� consequently disappear, and
only one hole pocket remains around �, see Fig. 7�c�. The
�0,�� electron pocket remains unaffected, but at �� ,0�, a
holelike shadow pocket with very low spectral weight has
replaced the original electron pocket. The band that formed
the vanished electron pocket at U=0 has been deformed

strongly enough to create a small holelike pocket at

�� /2,0�. As it can be seen in Fig. 7�d�, this hole pocket
touches the �� ,0� electron pocket once the results for order-
ing vectors �� ,0� and �0,�� are combined. As U continues
to increase within the magnetic metallic phase no further
qualitative changes are observed, as it can be seen in Figs.
6�c�, 7�e�, and 7�f� where the spectral functions and the FS
are shown for U=1.1.

The average electronic occupation numbers for the three
orbitals, shown in Fig. 5�b�, are not significantly affected by
the onset of antiferromagnetism. We believe that the small
difference in electronic population observed is driven by the
different orbital magnetization �see Fig. 5�a�� and is due to
the orbital anisotropy relative to the direction of the magnetic
�� ,0� stripes. Note that the difference between mxz and myz
in Fig. 5�a� is larger than the difference between nxz and nyz
in Fig. 5�b� indicating that q is more important than p in Eq.
�13�. In addition, the behavior of the spectral functions ap-
pears to be dominated by the magnetization in this phase.

When a second critical coupling Uc2

1.23 is reached, the

system develops orbital order with an ordering momentum

(b)

(a)

(c)

FIG. 6. �Color online� Spectral density A�k ,�� for the antifer-
romagnet orbital-disordered metallic phase at �a� U=0.7, �b� U
=0.9, and �c� U=1.1. The BZ is for the one-Fe unit cell, and J
=U /4 was used. The uncorrelated A�k ,�� for U=0 is included as
solid lines for comparison.

(b)(a)

(c) (d)

(f)(e)

FIG. 7. �Color online� Fermi surface in the orbital-disordered
spin-antiferromagnetic metallic phase with ��a� and �b�� U=0.7, ��c�
and �d�� U=0.9, and ��e� and �f�� U=1.1. �a�, �c�, and �e� show the
unfolded BZ containing one Fe, for the antiferromagnetic ordering
vector q= �� ,0�. �b�, �d�, and �f� depict the superposition of the FSs
for q= �� ,0� and �0,�� in the �rotated� folded BZ corresponding to
two Fe atoms. The ratio J=U /4 was used. The color scale is the
same as in Fig. 6.
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�� ,��, different from the magnetic ordering vector �� ,0�;
the spin-orbital order realized is the one schematically de-
picted in Fig. 2�h� �the order occurs between the xz and yz
orbitals, i.e., =0�. The system remains a metal through this
second transition as well, but the spectral density is pro-
foundly affected, see Fig. 8�a�. The original hole and electron
pockets around � and M completely disappear and only
correlation-induced pockets remain. The hole pocket around
k= �� /2,0� is mirrored at k
�� /2,��, and four more small
pockets can be seen in the FS �not shown� away from the
high-symmetry directions plotted in Fig. 8�a�. Different
states with different orbital ordering patterns have only
slightly higher energies in this regime. In contrast, phases
with different magnetic ordering have significantly higher
energy, suggesting that the �� ,0� AF “stripes” may be more
robust than the alternating orbital order.

If U is further increased, a metal-insulator transition fi-
nally occurs at a third critical Uc3


1.43. At this point, the
orbital order changes: as can be concluded from the orbital
densities shown in Fig. 5�b�, the system develops ferro-
orbital order. The spin-�� ,0� antiferromagnetism persists,
and the spectral density in Fig. 8�b� has a full gap. The ferro-
orbital spin-�� ,0� order in this insulator is the one depicted
schematically in Fig. 2�a�. With growing U, the staggered
magnetization converges to its maximal possible value
2�Bohr, as shown in Fig. 5�a�.

The direction of the magnetic stripes determines which of
the two degenerate xz and yz orbitals is �almost� doubly oc-

cupied in the FO order realized at large U. For ordering
vector �� ,0���0,��� it is the yz �xz� orbital. This can be
understood by considering the interorbital hopping t7 be-
tween the xy orbital and the yz�xz� orbital along the y�x�
direction, which has to be large in order to ensure xz /yz
character for the hole pockets, see Sec. II B. For spin stripes
along the y direction, i.e., ordering vector �� ,0�, bonds in the
x direction are antiferromagnetic and the electrons can better
take advantage of the AF superexchange if the two orbitals
connected by t7 are both singly occupied �see the schematic
illustration in Fig. 9�. The remaining yz orbital then has to be
doubly occupied. This does not cost any AF superexchange
energy, because its connection to the xy orbital via t7 lies
along the spin-aligned y direction where such AF superex-
change would in any case not occur. In fact, the additional
electron in the yz orbital has the opposite spin from the ma-
jority spin of the stripes and can, thus, gain some kinetic
energy by hopping via t7 to the xy orbital along the FM y
direction. Thus, in this regime of large U the ground state
corresponds to the cartoon shown in Fig. 2�a� if the magnetic
order is �� ,0�.

Summarizing, our mean-field calculations indicate the ex-
istence of four distinct phases that are stabilized with grow-
ing Coulomb repulsion U: �i� a disordered, paramagnetic
phase for U	Uc1

, �ii� a metallic phase with �� ,0� or �0,��
magnetic order for Uc1

	U	Uc2
, �iii� a metallic magnetic

phase for Uc2
	U	Uc3

with alternating orbital order with
ordering vector �� ,��, and �iv� a ferro-orbitally ordered in-
sulator with spin-�� ,0� magnetic order for U�Uc3

, where
the yz �xz� orbital has larger electronic occupation for mag-
netic ordering vector �� ,0���0,���.

IV. PAIRING OPERATORS IN A THREE ORBITAL
MODEL FOR PNICTIDES

In this section, the spin-singlet pairing operators that are
allowed by the lattice and orbital symmetries in the three
orbital model for LaOFeAs will be constructed. This classi-
fication of operators has previously been made for the two-
orbital model.64–67 An approach similar to Ref. 67 will be

(b)

(a)

FIG. 8. �Color online� Spectral density A�k ,�� for �a� the orbit-
ally ordered spin-�� ,0� antiferromagnetic metallic phase at U
=1.36 and �b� the orbitally polarized spin-�� ,0� antiferromagnetic
insulator at U=1.6. The ratio J=U /4 was used, and the unfolded
BZ is for the one-Fe unit cell.

yz xz

xyt7 t7
t7

t7

FIG. 9. �Color online� Magnetic order and orbital occupation at
large U shown for four sites. The magnetic ordering vector is �� ,0�,
i.e., the spin stripes run along the y direction. For each site, the xy,
xz, and yz orbitals are shown: the xy is the one below the other two
and the yz is doubly occupied. Dashed �continuous� lines indicate
interorbital hopping t7 connecting the xy orbital to xz�yz� along the
x�y� direction.
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followed. To achieve this goal, the three orbital tight-binding
portion of the Hamiltonian, HTB, presented in Eq. �4� will be
rewritten in terms of the 3�3 matrices �i which correspond
to the eight Gell’mann matrices68 for the cases i=1–8, while
�0 is the 3�3 identity �see Appendix B�. Then, HTB be-
comes

HTB�k� = �
k,�

�k,�
† �k�k,�, �14�

where �k,�
† = �dxz

† �k� ,dyz
† �k� ,dxy

† �k��� and

�k = �k�0 + �k�3 + �k�1 + �k
�1��5 + �k

�2��7 + hk�8 �15�

with

�k = �T11 + T22 + T33�/3, �16�

=
2

3
�t1 + t2 + t5��cos kx + cos ky�

+
4

3
�2t3 + t6�cos kx cos ky − � +

�xy

3
, �17�

�k = �T11 − T22�/2 = − �t1 − t2��cos kx − cos ky� , �18�

�k = T12 = 4t4 sin kx sin ky , �19�

�k
�1� = T13/i = − 2t7 sin kx − 4t8 sin kx cos ky , �20�

�k
�2� = T23/i = − 2t7 sin ky − 4t8 sin ky cos kx, �21�

and

hk =
T11 + T22

2�3
−

T33

�3

=
1
�3

�t1 + t2 − 2t5��cos kx + cos ky�

+
4
�3

�t3 − t6�cos kxcos ky −
�xy

�3
. �22�

It can be shown that each element in Eqs. �15�–�22� trans-
forms according to one irreducible representation of the D4h
group corresponding to the Fe lattice. The classification is
given in Table III.

Since the Hamiltonian has to transform according to A1g,
the Gell’mann matrices in the orbital basis here chosen trans-
form as indicated in Table IV. In multiorbital systems the

general form of a spin-singlet pairing operator is given by69

�†�k� = f�k���i��,
�dk,�,↑
† d−k,
,↓

† − dk,
,↑
† d−k,�,↓

† � , �23�

where a sum over repeated indices is implied; the operators
dk,�,�

† have been defined in the previous sections and f�k� is
the form factor that transforms according to one of the irre-
ducible representations of the crystal’s symmetry group. Al-
though f�k� may, in general, have a very complicated form, a
short pair-coherence length requires the two electrons that
form the pair to be very close to each other. Consequently,
for simplicity we focus on nearest and diagonal next-nearest
neighbors, and form factors that are allowed in a lattice with
D4h symmetry. The momentum-dependent expression as well
as the irreducible representation according to which each
form factor transforms are given in Table V. Note that if the
pairing mechanism is non-BCS and if the Coulomb repulsion
is strong, then f�k�=1 corresponding to onsite pairing is an
unlikely factor.

A. Intraorbital pairing

The previous discussion shows that the symmetry of the
pairing operator will be exclusively determined by the sym-
metry of f�k� only if �i transforms according to A1g. Table IV
indicates that this is the case for pairing operators con-
structed by using �0 or �8 in Eq. �23�. These two matrices are
diagonal, which means that such pairing operators define in-
traorbital pairings. For intraorbital pairing, with a symmetry
fully determined by the spatial form factor, the basis func-
tions are then given by: I: f�k��0 or II: f�k��8.

TABLE III. Symmetry properties of the several terms in the HTB

Hamiltonian of the three orbital model.

Term IR

�k A1g

�k B1g

�k B2g

��k
�1� ,�k

�2�� Eg

hk A1g

TABLE IV. Symmetry properties of Gell’mann matrices for the
orbital assignment that defines the proposed three orbital model.

Matrix IR

�0 A1g

�1 B2g

�2 A2g

�3 B1g

��4 ,�6� Eg

��5 ,�7� Eg

�8 A1g

TABLE V. Form factors f�k� for pairs up to distance �1,1� clas-
sified according to their symmetry under D4h operations.

No. f�k� IR

1 1 A1g

2 cos kx+cos ky A1g

3 cos kxcos ky A1g

4 cos kx−cos ky B1g

5 sin kx sin ky B2g

6 �sin kx , sin ky� Eg

7 �sin kx cos ky , sin ky cos kx� Eg
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For I, the superconducting order parameter �OP� will be
the same for the three orbitals while II allows the OP for xy
to be different than for xz and yz which need, by symmetry,
to have OPs that can only differ by a relative sign. Thus, the
addition of a third orbital may allow the possibility of differ-
ent superconducting gaps in the band representation, remi-
niscent of the two gaps in MgB2.70,71

When any of the remaining seven matrices �i appear in
Eq. �23�, the symmetry of the pairing operator is given by the
irreducible representation of D4h resulting from the product
of the symmetry of the form factor and the symmetry of the
orbital component,69 according to the product table given in
Table VI. For �i=�3, the basis function is given by III:
f�k��3. The pairing is still intraorbital but since �3 trans-
forms according to B1g the symmetry of the operator will be
B1g if f�k� transforms according to A1g, etc. Note that this
pairing operator does not involve the xy orbital and it has
already been presented in the context of the two-orbital
model.67 However, since the orbital composition of the bands
is not the same as for the two-orbital model, it will be im-
portant to determine whether the gap structure of this pairing
operator has changed.

B. Interorbital pairing

The remaining six �i matrices lead to interorbital pairing.
Note that �1 and �2 do not involve the orbital xy and the
pairing operators that they generate have already been dis-
cussed in the two-orbital model.67 We are interested in the
spin-singlet pairing operator for orbitals xz /yz that has a ba-
sis IV: f�k��1. This operator, with f�k�=cos kx+cos ky, has
been found to be favored for intermediate values of the Cou-
lomb repulsion U in numerical calculations of the two-orbital
model for pnictides.23,24 The addition of the xy orbital leads
to the possibility of new interorbital pairing operators, i.e.,
pairing between electrons in the orbitals xz and yz with elec-
trons in the xy orbital. Thus, now the focus will be on the
interorbital spin-singlet pairing operators that result from the
addition of xy.

The interorbital case becomes very interesting because we
need to combine �xz ,yz� that transform as the two-
dimensional representation Eg with xy that transforms as B2g;
thus, the product transforms as Eg. The �i matrices that can
appear in this intraorbital pairing are ��4 ,�6� or ��5 ,�7�.
Since the focus here is on pairing operators that are spin
singlets, it will be required that the operator is even under
orbital exchange. Thus, only ��4 ,�6� will be considered since

the other two matrices ��5 ,�7� that transform according to Eg
will produce operators odd under orbital exchange. Let us
further restrict the analysis to the case of pairing operators
that transform according to one-dimensional representations
of the point group because we assume that the ground state is
nondegenerate. Thus, the only spatial form factors f�k� that
we should consider must transform according to Eg. This
leaves us with

f�k� = �sin kx,sin ky� �24�

for nearest-neighbor pairs and

f�k� = �sin kx cos ky,cos kx sin ky� �25�

for diagonal pairs. Since the direct product of two Eg repre-
sentations is Eg�Eg=A1g+A2g+B1g+B2g, pairing operators
transforming according to four irreducible representations
will be obtained. The basis for the new pairing operators,
labeled Vi, are presented in Table VII.

C. Band representation

To obtain the gap structure of the pairing operators I–V
�shown in Table VII� the Bogoliubov-de Gennes �BdG�
Hamiltonian is constructed and it is given by

HBdG = �
k

�k
†Hk

MF�k �26�

with the definitions

�k
† = �dk,xz,↑

† ,dk,yz,↑
† ,dk,xy,↑

† ,d−k,xz,↓,d−k,yz,↓,d−k,xy,↓� �27�

and

Hk
MF = �HTB�k� P�k�

P†�k� − HTB�k�
� , �28�

where each element represents a 3�3 block with HTB�k�
given by Eq. �4� and

TABLE VI. Product table for the irreducible representations of
the group D4h relevant to this work.

A1g A2g B1g B2g Eg

A1g A1g A2g B1g B2g Eg

A2g A2g A1g B2g B1g Eg

B1g B1g B2g A1g A2g Eg

B2g B2g B1g A2g A1g Eg

Eg Eg Eg Eg Eg A1g+A2g+B1g+B2g

TABLE VII. Properties of pairing operators in the three orbital
model. f indicates the symmetry of f�k�.

No. IR Basis Gap

I f f�k��0 Full or Nodal

II f f�k��8 Full or Nodal

III fB1g f�k��3 Nodal

IV fB2g f�k��1 Nodal

Va A1g sin kx�4+sin ky�6 Nodal

Vb A1g �4 sin kx cos ky +�6 cos kx sin ky Nodal

Vc B1g sin kx�4−sin ky�6 Nodal

Vd B1g �4 sin kx cos ky −�6 cos kx sin ky Nodal

Ve A2g sin kx�6+sin ky�4 Nodal

V f A2g �4 cos kx sin ky +�6 sin kx cos ky Nodal

Vg B2g sin kx�6−sin ky�4 Nodal

Vh B2g �4 cos kx sin ky −�6 sin kx cos ky Nodal
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P�k��,
 = Vf�k���i��,
 �29�

with i=0, 8, 3, and 1 for pairing I, II, III, and IV, respec-
tively. V is the magnitude of the OP given by the product of
the pairing attraction V0 and a mean-field parameter � that
should be obtained from minimization of the total energy.69

For pairing Vi the basis listed in Table VII should be used
instead of f�k��i.

Up to this point we have worked using the orbital repre-
sentation because this basis renders it straightforward to ob-
tain the form of the Hamiltonian, as well as the pairing op-
erators allowed by the symmetry of the lattice and orbitals.
However, the experimentally observed superconducting gaps
occur at the FS determined by the bands that result from the
hybridization of the orbitals. For this reason, it is convenient
to express Eq. �28� in the band representation. HTB�k� can be
expressed in the band representation via the transformation
HBand�k�=U†�k�HTB�k�U�k�, where U�k� is the unitary
change in basis matrix and U†�k� is the transpose conjugate
of U�k�. Since U is unitary it is known that for each value of
k, �i�Ui,j��Ui,k=�i�Uj,i��Uk,i=� j,k. Then, HMF� =G†HMFG,
where G is the 6�6 unitary matrix composed of two 3�3
blocks given by U. Then,

Hk�
MF = �HBand�k� PB�k�

PB
†�k� − HBand�k� � �30�

with

PB�k� = U−1�k�P�k�U�k� . �31�

A standard assumption in superconducting multiband sys-
tems is that the pairing interaction should be purely intra-
band, meaning that PB�k� is diagonal. Thus, let us explore
what kind of purely intraband pairing operators are allowed
by the symmetry properties of the three orbital model for
LaOFeAs. In the band representation, the most general BdG
matrix with purely intraband pairing is given by

HMF�

=
�1�k� 0 0 �1�k� 0 0

0 �2�k� 0 0 �2�k� 0

0 0 �3�k� 0 0 �3�k�
�1

��k� 0 0 − �1�k� 0 0

0 �2
��k� 0 0 − �2�k� 0

0 0 �3
��k� 0 0 − �3�k�

� ,

�32�

where �i�k� are the eigenvalues of HTB�k� and �i�k� denote
the band- and momentum-dependent pairing interactions.72

As it can be deduced from the properties of the unitary
change in basis matrix U, if all three bands have the same
pairing interaction, i.e., �1�k�=�2�k�=�3�k�=��k�, then the
matrix P�k� in the orbital representation will also be diago-
nal. In this case, the pairing operator is given by Eq. �23�
with an arbitrary f�k� and �i=�0, i.e., the pairing operator is
intraorbital and the OP is the same for the three orbitals. This
corresponds to pairing operator I which describes a pairing
interaction that is the same for each of the three orbitals.

However, symmetry only requires that the orbitals xz and yz
must have the same OP, while xy can have a different one.
Thus, there does not seem to be a reason to assume that
electrons in the many bands that determine the FS should be
affected by the same pairing interactions. In fact, in MgB2
the electron-phonon interaction that provides the pairing is
stronger on the � bands than on the � bands giving, as a
result, two different superconducting gaps. Thus, it can be
asked whether the symmetry of the three orbital model al-
lows for the possibility of two different OPs with a pure
intraband pairing interaction. If it is assumed that in Eq. �32�
�1=�2=�= f�k�C and �3=��= f�k�C�, then in the orbital
representation

P�k��,
 = U�,3�k�U
,3
� �k�f�k��C� − C� �33�

for the off-diagonal elements and

P�k��,� = � + �U�,3�k��2f�k��C� − C� �34�

for the diagonal ones.
Now let us concentrate on the diagonal part. This has to

arise from a linear combination of intraorbital pairing opera-
tors with compatible symmetries. There are two possibilities

P�k��,� = f�k��A��0��,� + B��8��,�� �35�

or

P�k��,� = Df�k���3��,�, �36�

where A, B, and D are independent of momentum. It can be
shown that Eq. �35� requires �U13�2= �U23�2 while Eq. �36�
requires �U13�2=−�U23�2, which are not satisfied by the ele-
ments of the matrix U determining the change in basis. This
means that any purely intraband pairing interaction allowed
by the symmetry of the three orbital model should be the
same for the three bands. On the other hand, if we had a case
in which �U13�2= �U23�2=0, which means that one of the three
orbitals does not hybridize with the other two, it would be
possible to have a system with two different gaps. Note that
this is the situation for MgB2 in which the z orbital that
forms the � band does not hybridize with the x and y orbitals
that constitute the � band.

Summarizing, it has been found that independent gaps in
different Fermi surfaces cannot arise if the hybridization
among all the orbitals is strong and the pairing interaction is
purely intraband.

D. s± pairing operator

The next issue to be considered is whether the orbital and
lattice symmetries allow for the possibility of the often dis-
cussed s� pairing scenario. ARPES experiments indicate the
existence of two hole-pockets around �. The interior pocket,
which is almost nested with the electron pockets with a nest-
ing vector q= �� ,0� or �0,��, develops a constant gap �h
which has the same magnitude than the gap on the electron
pockets �e. In addition, they find a smaller gap �h�
�h /2 on
the exterior hole pocket.47 The ARPES results can be inter-
preted in two different ways in the context of a three orbital
model.
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�i� Assume that the inner hole pocket observed in ARPES
corresponds to two almost degenerate FS that cannot be re-
solved, and assign the external hole pocket to a band that
arises when extra orbitals are added. This is the same as-
sumption made in the two-orbital model for which it was
shown in Ref. 24 that the s� pairing state is compatible with
the lattice and orbital symmetries.

Under this assumption, in the three orbital model the s�
pairing state corresponds to our pairing operator I with
f�k�=cos kx cos ky, which in the band representation leads to
a purely intraband pairing attraction given by �i�k�
=V cos kx cos ky for each of the three bands. For hole pock-
ets almost degenerate with each other, the gap in both bands
will be the same and there will be a sign difference with the
gap at the electron pockets whose Fermi momentum differs
from those of the hole pockets by �0,�� or �� ,0�.

�ii� Assume that the inner and outer hole pockets observed
by ARPES are described by the two hole pockets in the three
orbital model. This would force us to request that, for ex-
ample, �1�k�=−�3�k+q� where q= �� ,0� or �0,�� and
�2�k� is independent. Then, let us assume that �1�k�
=�3�k�=cos kx cos ky�0 and �2�k�=��k�. Let us concen-
trate on the �-X direction. Along this direction, �k and �k

�i�

vanish, meaning that there is no hybridization among the
three orbitals. From Fig. 1 we observe that each of the two
hole FS results from the crossing of xz and yz, while the
electron FS has pure xy character. From the orbital symme-
try, then, it is deduced that the only reason for having differ-
ent gaps at the two holelike FS would be a strong momentum
dependence of the gap since symmetry enforces ��xz�k��
= ��yz�k��; in addition, the gap at the electron pockets does
not need to be related to the gap in the hole pockets, unless
the pairing operator contains �0. Thus, we observe that the
s� pairing operator could be supported under this assump-
tion if it is given by Eq. �23� with f�k�=cos kx cos ky with
�i=�0 and the additional condition that if kFSh represents the
Fermi momentum of the internal hole pocket and kFSh�

=kFSh +� is the Fermi momentum of the external hole pocket
it is necessary that f�kFSh� / f�kFSh��
2, which would require
fine tuning of the parameters. It would also be expected that
in this scenario the ratio �h� /�h should not be 1/2 for all
materials.

Thus, it is concluded that the s� pairing could be sup-
ported by a three orbital model. It corresponds to pairs of
electrons in the same orbital at distance one along the diago-
nals of the square lattice, i.e., on next-nearest-neighbor sites,
with the same pairing potential for all three orbitals. Then, if
experiments show that s� is indeed the correct pairing op-
erator, it will remain to be understood why the pairing inter-
action does not appear to depend on the symmetry of each
different orbital or, equivalently, why it is the same for elec-
trons in different bands. This should be contrasted with the
case of MgB2 in which the strength of the electron-phonon
coupling that leads to pairing is stronger on the �-band FS
than in the �-band FS.

Since the pairing mechanism for the pnictides is not
known and the s� pairing state is just one of many proposed
states, our discussion will continue by analyzing the other
new pairing states that are allowed by symmetry when the xy
orbital is considered.

E. Properties of the pairing operators

In Sec. IV D, it was shown that only pairing I can lead to
a purely intraband pairing interaction in the context of the
three orbital model, and that the widely proposed s� pairing
state indeed belongs to the class represented by pairing I. On
the other hand, given the complexity of the problem, only
numerical simulations can clarify whether the three orbital
model becomes superconducting upon doping and what is
the symmetry of the dominant pairing state. Since numerical
results are not yet available, here the properties of the other
possible spin singlet pairing operators will be discussed.

Let us start with pairing II, i.e., the intraorbital pairing
operator containing �8, that allows a different pairing
strength for the xy orbital. This pairing operator is not purely
intraband. This fact can be easily deduced from the proper-
ties of the unitary change in basis matrices. In this case,
P�k��,
=C���
 with C1=C2=Vf�k� /�3 corresponding to or-
bitals xz and yz, and C3=−2Vf�k� /�3 for orbital xy. Then,

PB�k��,
 = �
i

CiUi,�
� �k�Ui,
�k� , �37�

which does not vanish for all values of k for ��
, thus
indicating the existence of interband pairing terms. Similar
calculations for all the pairing operators presented in Table
VII show nonvanishing interband pairing terms.

Then, it is concluded that starting from the orbital repre-
sentation, the only way to obtain pure intraband pairing in
the band representation is by considering a pairing interac-
tion that affects equally all the orbitals involved, producing
equal gaps in all the orbitals and/or bands with symmetry
determined by the spatial form factor. This shows that the
requirement of purely intraband pairing induces a strong
constraint regarding the coupling of the electrons in the dif-
ferent orbitals with the source of the pairing attraction. On
the other hand, if the requirement is relaxed, interband pair-
ing occurs at least in some regions of the BZ.69 It was veri-
fied that this is the case for the remaining operators II, III, IV,
and Vi. It has also been observed, by monitoring the eigen-
values of HBdG for operators III and IV, that there is a nodal
structure in the superconducting gap for all the values of f�k�
shown in Table V, while operator II becomes nodeless for
f�k�=cos kx cos ky or 1 at a finite value of V. In addition,
some linear combinations of pairing I and II with f�k�
=cos kx cos ky or 1 are also nodeless for all finite values of V
but they lead to interband pairing interactions. These node-
less states that we call sIB will be discussed in Sec. IV E 2.

1. Pairing with pseudocrystal momentum Q=(� ,�)

In Sec. II B, it was explained that although the three or-
bital Hamiltonian retains the two-iron unit cell of the original
FeAs planes, it is possible to express it in terms of three
orbitals in the space of pseudocrystal momentum k defined
in the extended Brillouin zone corresponding to a base with
one single Fe atom per unit cell. In terms of the real momen-
tum, the Hamiltonian consists of two 3�3 blocks H1�k� and
H2�k� with H1�k�=HTB�k�=H2�k+Q�; thus, these two
blocks provide the same eigenvalues in the unfolded Bril-
louin zone, but both blocks need to be considered if the
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actual reduced BZ is used. This means that in the reduced BZ
the bands arise as combinations of six orbitals labeled by the
orbital index �=1, 2, or 3, and the Hamiltonian block index
i=1 or 2. Then, to consider all the possible interorbital pair-
ing operators it is important to include pairs formed by elec-
trons in orbitals in the two different blocks. In the extended
BZ, this is equivalent to considering pairs with both
pseudocrystal momentum 0 and Q. Note that Cooper pairs
with pseudocrystal momentum Q still have zero center-of-
mass momentum. Exact diagonalization studies of the two-
orbital model23,24 did not favor such operators, and it is pos-
sible that this kind of pairing does not occur in the three
orbital model either. However, since symmetry allows such a
possibility, pairing operators with nonzero pseudocrystal mo-
mentum will here be discussed for completeness.

The generalized Bogoliubov-de Gennes matrix Hk
MF that

allows us to consider interorbital pairs with pseudocrystal
momentum Q is given by

Hk
MF =

HTB�k� 0 0 P�k�
0 − HTB�k� P�k + Q� 0

0 P†�k + Q� HTB�k + Q� 0

P†�k� 0 0 − HTB�k + Q�
� ,

�38�

where P�k� has the form given in Eq. �29�.
By finding the eigenvalues of Hk

MF, the structure of the
gap of the possible pairing operators with pseudocrystal mo-
mentum Q can be obtained. Our analysis shows that all the
pairing operators with pseudocrystal momentum Q lead to
interband and intraband pairing in the band representation
and nodes on the FS for small V. We have observed that a
nodeless gap for pairs with pseudocrystal momentum Q de-
velops at a finite value of V for operators I and II with
f�k�=1 or cos kx cos ky in a manner characteristic of systems
with interband pairing.69

2. Spectral functions

It is straightforward to calculate the spectral functions
A�k ,�� for all the pairing operators presented in this manu-
script. However, due to their large number, we will concen-
trate on �i� pairing operator I with f�k�=cos kx cos ky, i.e.,
the s� pairing operator, �ii� a linear combination of pairing
operators I and II with f�k�=cos kx cos ky, that we will call
the sIB pairing operator; �iii� pairing operator IV with f�k�
=cos kx+cos ky, i.e., the B2g pairing operator, favored by nu-
merical calculations in the magnetic metallic regime of the
two-orbital model, which will be called B2g; and �iv� a linear
combination of pairing operator IV with f�k�=cos kx
+cos ky and pairing operator Vg with pseudocrystal momen-
tum Q, which is the natural extension to three orbitals of B2g
and will be called B2g

ext.
In Fig. 10�a� the spectral functions A�k ,�� along high-

symmetry directions in the reduced Brillouin zone are shown
for the three orbital Hamiltonian with V=0, i.e., without pair-
ing, in order to illustrate the changes induced by the various
pairing interactions considered here. Note that these results
correspond to the system with two Fe atoms per unit cell,

which leads to the six bands seen in Fig. 10�a�. The results
for the s� pairing operator with intensity V=0.2 are pre-
sented in Fig. 10�b�. It can be observed that a gap opens at
the FS and shadow Bogoliubov bands, which should be vis-
ible in ARPES experiments, appear. Numerically, we have
verified that no nodes occur anywhere in the BZ. Note that
the gap is momentum dependent because f�k�
=cos kx cos ky. This means that the ratio between the gaps at
the FS is determined by �f�ki� / f�k j��, where i and j can take
the values 1, 2, and 3 corresponding to the three bands that
determine the FS, i.e., 1 �2� for the interior �exterior� hole
pocket and 3 for the electron pockets. This creates a con-
straint on how different these gaps can be if s� represents
the actual pairing symmetry of the pnictides.

As previously mentioned, we can define a pairing opera-
tor sIB by combining operators I and II with f�k�
=cos kx cos ky so that the orbital part of the basis is given by
A�0+B�8, where A and B are constants. This pairing opera-
tor is diagonal in the orbital representation, and transforms
according to A1g thus, it has S symmetry; it also has intra-
band and interband terms in the band representation. This is
why this operator is called sIB. For a robust range of values
of A and B, a nodeless gap opens on all FSs for any finite
value of V. For example, we can choose the parameters in
such a way that for any given k, the pairings for the three
orbitals have the same sign. The spectral functions for V
=0.2 along high-symmetry directions in momentum space
are shown in Fig. 11�a� for the special case in which A
=3 /2 and B=−�3 /2. The major difference with the results
for the s� state �see Fig. 10�b�� is that the interband pairing
present in sIB opens gaps between the bands away from the
FS. This is a feature that should be observed in ARPES ex-
periments. Also the band spectral functions in both cases are
very different close to �0,�� and �� ,0�.

FIG. 10. �Color online� The intensity of the points represents the
values of the spectral function A�k ,�� for the three orbital model
with pairing interaction �a� V=0; �b� V=0.2 for the s� pairing
operator given in the text.
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We have also investigated how the gaps on the different
FSs differ for pairing s� and sIB. In Fig. 11�b� we show the
ratio R between the two gaps in the unfolded BZ for V
=0.05. It can be seen that on the hole pockets R=1, but an
appreciable difference is observed on the electron pockets
where R=2 at the point where the electron pocket is entirely
formed by xy, and diminishes as the hybridization of xy with
xz or yz becomes stronger. The maximum value of R is a
function of the values of A and B in the linear combination
that defines sIB. Thus, while s� is characterized by gaps with
a weak momentum dependence and with similar magnitudes
on the hole and electron pockets, the sIB state is characterized
by a different gap on the electron pockets with stronger mo-
mentum dependence due to the hybridization.

Now we focus on the spectral function for operator B2g
presented in Fig. 12�a�. This is the pairing operator that was
favored by numerical calculations in the intermediate U re-
gime of the two-orbital model and it only pairs electrons in
orbital xz with electrons in orbital yz.24 Although neither this
pairing operator nor the Fermi surfaces defining the two hole
pockets involve the xy orbital, the results around the hole
pockets differ in the two-orbital and three orbital models. In
the latter, much lower values of the pairing attraction V are
sufficient to remove the extra nodes found close to the hole-
pocket FS along the �-X�Y� directions in the two-orbital
model. This happens because the bands forming the two hole
pockets are now degenerate at � and the pockets are conse-
quently at almost the same momenta of the extended BZ,
while they were separated by �� ,�� in the two-band model.
As a result, a small interorbital pairing can now overcome
the separation between the two FSs and induce a full gap at

the hole pockets.69 At the electron pockets a third node, in
addition to the two of the two-orbital model, is found along
the �-X�Y� direction, where the pocket has purely xy char-
acter and is, thus, not affected by the operator B2g. Thus, this
pairing operator would show full gaps on the hole-pocket FS
and nodal gaps on the electron-pocket FS.

Figure 12�b� shows the spectral functions for pairing op-
erator B2g

ext, which is a linear combination of B2g with the
pairing operator Vg �with crystal momentum Q�, i.e., next-
nearest-neighbor interorbital pairing among electrons in all
three orbitals is allowed. We find that nodes occur only at the
electron pockets. As V increases, nodes at the electron pock-
ets remain only along the �-X�Y� directions because one of
the electron pockets is formed by a nonhybridized orbital xy
along this direction, and the relevant pairing interaction is
zero for the Fermi momentum. We also investigated A�k ,��
for a similarly extended B1g pairing B1g

ext= �cos kx+cos ky��3
−a�cos kx−cos ky���0−�3�8� /3 �not shown�, which is nodal
for extremely small V, with nodes in the �-M direction on
the hole pockets, but where the nodes are already lifted for
finite but small V�0.01 for many nonzero values of a.

Summarizing, we have found that among the nearest- and
next-nearest-neighbor pairing operators allowed by symme-
try only the s� pairing operator is purely intraband and pro-
duces nodeless gaps for all values of the pairing attraction V.
Thus, purely intraband pairing interactions occur only if
electrons in each of the three orbitals are subjected to the
same pairing attraction, i.e., when the identity matrix �0
characterizes the orbital portion of the pairing operator. We
also found that some linear combinations of pairing opera-
tors I and II produce nodeless gaps for any finite V if f�k�
=cos kx cos ky, but interband attraction appears in parts of
the BZ. Finally, the interorbital pairing operators B2g and B2g

ext

favored by numerical studies in a two-orbital model, present
nodeless gaps on the hole pockets but nodes appear on the
electron pockets.

(b)

(a)

FIG. 11. �Color online� �a� The intensity of the points represents
the values of the spectral function A�k ,�� for the three orbital
model with pairing interaction V=0.2 for the pairing state sIB along
the indicated high-symmetry directions in the folded BZ. �b� Ratio
R between the gaps for pairing sIB and pairing s� for V=0.05 in the
unfolded BZ.

FIG. 12. �Color online� The intensity of the points represent the
values of the spectral function A�k ,�� for the three orbital model
with the pairing interaction V=0.2, for the pairing operators �a� B2g

and �b� B2g
ext discussed in the text.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a simple three orbital Hamiltonian has been
constructed involving the 3d orbitals xz, yz, and xy. These
orbitals have the largest weight at the FS of the pnictide
LaOFeAs, according to LDA calculations. It was shown that
it is possible to qualitatively reproduce the shape of the
LDA-FS by fixing the electron filling to four electrons per
Fe. Moreover, two features that have been criticized in the
two-orbital model have now been corrected: both hole pock-
ets now arise from bands degenerate at the � point, and there
is no pocket around M in the extended BZ. In addition, the
xy character of a small piece of the electron pockets is now
properly reproduced.

Numerical calculations using a small 2�2 lattice show a
tendency to the development of magnetic �� ,0�-�0,��
stripes when Coulombic interactions are added, result con-
sistent with experimental observations. A mean-field analysis
confirms this tendency for physically relevant values of J /U.
As in the case of the two-orbital model, an antiferromagnetic
metallic phase occurs only at intermediate values of the Cou-
lomb repulsion. At large U, the ground state is magnetic, but
it is an insulator that is also orbitally ordered. Additionally, a
metallic, magnetic, and orbitally ordered phase is encoun-
tered just before the metal-insulator transition. In the most
interesting regime with a spin-�� ,0� antiferromagnetic metal
without pronounced orbital order, the bands are similar to the
uncorrelated ones, but their bandwidth is reduced with in-
creasing U. The Fermi surface is also very similar to the
uncorrelated one but, depending on U, we find small addi-
tional electronlike pockets near the original hole pockets
around � �small U� or holelike pockets between the electron
and hole pockets �at slightly larger U�.

The possible pairing operators that are allowed by the
symmetry of the lattice and the orbitals have been con-
structed for pairs made of electrons separated by a distance
up to one diagonal lattice spacing. If on-site pairing is disre-
garded due to the large Coulomb repulsion, it was found that
the only purely intraband pairing operator that has a full gap
on the FS is I with f�k�=cos kx cos ky which corresponds to
the s� pairing operator with a momentum-dependent OP
that has opposite signs on the hole and electron FSs. This
operator arises from a purely intraband pairing attraction
equal for each of the three bands. Note that the pairing op-
erator I is the only one that leads to purely intraband pairing
interactions. Since this pairing operator is proportional to the
identity matrix �0 both in the orbital and the band represen-
tations we found that the ratio ��i /� j� between the gaps in
two different FSs can differ only by the ratios �f�ki� / f�k j��;
then, any experimental indication of a different kind of ratio
would indicate some degree of interband pairing.69 Thus, or-
der parameter ratios predicted by several authors50,73–75 with
calculations based on purely intraband pairing �they allow
interband hopping of intraband pairs� are not allowed by the
symmetry of the lattice and the orbitals. In this regard, our
calculations seem to indicate that unrelated gaps in different
FSs can occur only in systems in which at least one orbital
�or a group of orbitals� is not strongly hybridized with the
remaining ones.

We found that all the other pairing operators, except for I,
lead to interband pairing attraction in the band representa-

tion. In addition, all the pairing operators with interband
pairing studied here have nodal band structures at small V
with the exception of pairing operator sIB. In this case, the
gap on the electron pockets is expected to have a stronger
variation at different points in the BZ that the gap at the hole
pockets. Thus, a strong indication that s� is the appropriate
pairing symmetry would be provided by experiments in the
pnictides showing a nodeless gap in all FSs, relatively inde-
pendent of momentum, and with similar values on all FSs.

Summarizing, we have shown that the addition of a third
orbital corrects the shortcomings pointed out in the two-
orbital model: the two hole pockets now arise from bands
degenerate at the � point while the electron pockets contain
a small piece with xy character. However, the dependence of
the magnetic phases with U for the undoped case appears to
be similar for three and two orbitals except for a magnetic,
orbital ordered, metallic phase that appears in the three or-
bital case. In both models it is found that the only pairing
operator allowed by symmetry with next or diagonal nearest-
neighbor interactions which is purely intraband and produces
a nodeless gap is the s� state. In addition, the only change
observed in the interorbital B2g pairing state, favored by nu-
merical simulations in the two-orbital model, is that, at the
mean-field level, the addition of the xy orbital renders the
gap on the hole pockets nodeless for much smaller values of
the pairing attraction.
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APPENDIX A: MEAN-FIELD EQUATIONS

In this appendix, we discuss the mean-field approach used
here to study the Hamiltonian given by the kinetic energy
Eq. �4� and the onsite Coulomb interaction Eq. �11�. Depend-
ing on the ordering vectors q1 and q2, listed in Table II, for
magnetic and orbital orders, the real-space unit cell contains
one, two, or four sites. One for the ferro-orbital and ferro-
magnetic cases, four if both ordering vectors are different
from each other and from �0,0�, and two in all other cases.
Following Refs. 25 and 59, we only keep the expectation
values of density operators, as given in Eqs. �12� and �13� in
the Coulomb interaction Eq. �11�. Together with Eq. �4�, this
determines the mean-field Hamiltonian, see below. We then
solve the self-consistency equations for the six parameters
nxy, mxy, n, m, p, and q in Eqs. �12� and �13� for various
combinations of ordering momenta, see Table II, which cor-
responds to minimizing the total energy. This is done for all
considered phases and the one with the lowest energy is
taken to be the stable solution. Depending on the size of the
unit cell, one to four momenta are coupled by the Coulomb
interaction. In the following, we will provide the Hamilto-
nians for several ordering patterns with different unit cells. In
all cases, the sums run over the whole extended BZ corre-
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sponding to the one-iron unit cell. The calculations were car-
ried out in momentum space for up to 400�400 k points.
We did not observe any pronounced dependence on the num-
ber of momenta, except for very small lattice sizes.

1. Ferromagnetic and ferro-orbital order: One-site unit cell

In this case q1=q2= �0,0� and

HMF�k� = HTB�k� + U �
k,�,�

n�dk,�,�
† dk,�,�

+ �2U� − J� �
k,���,�

n�dk,�,�
† dk,�,�

− U �
k,�,�

�

2
m�dk,�,�

† dk,�,�

− J �
k,���,�

�

2
m�dk,�,�

† dk,�,� + NC , �A1�

where n�=nxy, m�=mxy for the xy orbital and n�=n� p /2,
m�=m�q for xz and yz. The sum over k runs through the
whole BZ, N is the number of lattice sites, and the constant C
is given by

C = − U�
�

n�
2 + U/4�

�

m�
2 − �2U� − J� �

���

n�n�

+ J/4 �
���

m�m�. �A2�

2. Antiferromagnetic and ferro-orbital: Two-site unit cell

For AF order with q1= �� ,��, �0,��, or �� ,0�, the real-
space unit cell doubles, and momenta k and k+q1 are
coupled by the interaction.

HMF�k� = HTB�k� + U �
k,�,�

n�dk,�,�
† dk,�,�

+ �2U� − J� �
k,���,�

n�dk,�,�
† dk,�,�

− U �
k,�,�

�

2
m�dk+q1,�,�

† dk,�,�

− J �
k,���,�

�

2
m�dk+q1,�,�

† dk,�,� + NC . �A3�

Again, n�=nxy, m�=mxy for the xy orbital and n�=n� p /2,
m�=m�q for xz and yz; and the same constant Eq. �A2� as
above. The case of ferromagnetic order and alternating orbit-
als is treated in an analogous manner.

3. Antiferromagnetic and alternating orbital order with the
same ordering vector: Two-site unit cell

In some phases, both the orbital and the magnetic order
alternate with the same ordering vector q=q1=q2= �� ,��,
�0,��, or �� ,0�. In this case, the Hamiltonian is given by

HMF�k� = HTB�k� + ��4U� − 2J�n + Unxy��
k,�

dk,xy,�
† dk,xy,�

+ �Un + �2U� − J��nxy + n�� �
k,�

�=xz,yz

dk,�,�
† dk,�,�

− �U + J�q �
k,�

�=xz,yz

��

2
dk,�,�

† dk,�,�

− ��U + J�m + Jmxy� �
k,�

�=xz,yz

�

2
dk+q1,�,�

† dk,�,�

− �Umxy + 2Jm��
k,�

�

2
dk+q1,xy,�

† dk,xy,�

+ �U − 2U� − J�p �
k,�

�=xz,yz

�

2
dk+q1,�,�

† dk,�,� + NC .

�A4�

Here, �= �1 distinguishes between the xz and yz orbital
flavors as � does for the spin. The constant C reads

C = − U�nxy
2 − mxy

2 /4� − U�n2 + p2/2 − m2/2 − q2/2�

− �8U� − 4J�nxyn − �4U� − 2J��n2 − p2/4�

+ Jmxym + J�m2 − q2�/2. �A5�

4. Antiferromagnetic and alternating orbitals with different
ordering momenta: Four-site unit cell

If both orbital occupation and magnetic order alternate
with different ordering momenta, so that qi= �� ,��, �0,��,
or �� ,0� with q1�q2, the real-space unit cell contains four
sites, and consequently all four momenta k, k+q1, k+q2,
and k+q1+q2 are coupled, but apart from this, the Hamil-
tonian is very similar to the previous case

HMF�k� = HTB�k� + ��4U� − 2J�n + Unxy��
k,�

dk,xy,�
† dk,xy,�

+ �Un + �2U� − J��nxy + n�� �
k,�

�=xz,yz

dk,�,�
† dk,�,�

− ��U + J�m + Jmxy� �
k,�

�=xz,yz

�

2
dk+q1,�,�

† dk,�,�

− �Umxy + 2Jm��
k,�

�

2
dk+q1,xy,�

† dk,xy,�

+ �U − 2U� − J�p �
k,�

�=xz,yz

�

2
dk+q2,�,�

† dk,�,�
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− �U − J�q �
k,�

�=xz,yz

��

2
dk+q1+q2,�,�

† dk,�,� + NC .

�A6�

The constant C is still given by Eq. �A5�.

APPENDIX B: �i matrices

The �i matrices used in the text are presented here

�0 = 1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1
�, �1 = 0 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 0
� ,

�2 = 0 − i 0

i 0 0

0 0 0
�, �3 = 1 0 0

0 − 1 0

0 0 0
� ,

�4 = 0 0 1

0 0 0

1 0 0
�, �5 = 0 0 − i

0 0 0

i 0 0
� ,

�6 = 0 0 0

0 0 1

0 1 0
�, �7 = 0 0 0

0 0 − i

0 i 0
� ,

�8 =
1
�31 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 − 2
� .
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